LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Gwent Community Health
National Health Service Trust
Eveswell Children·s Centre
St. John's Road
Newport
Gwcm NP9 8GR

Dear Editor

Has anyone had experience o f providing
physiotherapy care for a child with Ehlers-Dantos
6. Please could you write and tell me what provision
of care you are providing and what modules of
treatment you are using. A concerned parent has
asked me to provide him with as much information
as I can.
Yours Sincerely
Sue Hudspith
Superintendent Paediatric Physiotherapist

Sue Leach
North West Regional Rep
4 Hartland Ave
Urmston
Manchester
M41 9QG.

Dear Lin

As a member of Salford's Joint Vision Team. I have been involved in the
Physiod1erapy management of a pre-school child with a vision impairment
and developmental delay.

Natasha and her parents are now living in Northern Poland. and would
welcome any support from a Physiotherapist to help and advise them
with her motor and vision development.

If anyone has any therapy contacts in Poland who they think would be
willing to offer their help please contact me and I will liaise with the
family.

Thank you in anticipation
Yours sincerely
Sue Leech
Nikki Dalton
Senior Paediatric Physiotherapist
Woodview CDC
Crow Wood Lane
Widnes
WA80LZ
Tel: 0151 424 4454

Dear Lin

I would be interested to hear of other physiotherapists views on early
treatment of tibial torsion.

I have a patient who is 12 months old and has had conservatJve treatment
of talipies equino-varus. He now has a full correction but marked tibial
torsion for which l am considering serial splinting. ff any has found this
method useful or indeed not, or has ideas on other methods. please write
and let me know.
Yours sincerely
Nikka Dalton
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LETIERS TO THE EDITOR
Therapy Services
Child Development Centre
Addenbrook·s Hospital,
Hills Road.
Cambridge CB2 2QQ

Dear Sirs
As a service we run sensory motor groups for children with
Developemenlal Co-ordination Disorder. These children attend for up
lo two terms. Following discharge from the group. if we feel intervention
is sti II necessary. we have been running three holiday groups. The problem
solving and the Personal Safety groups have been very successful for
those children with appropriate needs. However. there are a group of
children who need 10 put their acquired skills to use and enjoy using
them. For these children we have been running a 'top up' group in the
Summer holidays.
However. we do not feel this is the best way forward. We do know that
some children get on well \l.ith certain sports such as karate. swimming,
and riding. We are surveying our parents for suggestions and would like
to ask through your publication for information on helpful. sympathetic
and successful organisation-;.
If anyone has used a system similar to this or has any experience with
established groups could they please contact me at the above address.
Thanking you in anticipation.
Yours sincerely
Diana Offord
Senior Peadiatric Phsyiothcrapisl

We are hoping lo set up a clinical interest group for thcrapisL<; working with patients with
Ilizarov Fixators and intend holding a sLUdy day in Oxford in May 1997.
If you are interested in attending this day or in joining the group. please contact:
Karen Baker
Superintendent Physiotherapist
Windmill Road Oxford

COPY FOR THE JUNE 1997 JOURNAL
MUST BE WITH THE EDITOR
BY 1ST MAY 1997
The board reserves the right to edit material submitted
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AROMATHERAPY IN PAEDIATRICS
skin are found in effective quantities in skeletal muscle. Physiologically
it has been shown that when inhaled, Lavender oil has a sedative effect
on mice. Inhaled essential oils affect the olfactory nerve which in turn
stimulates the limbic system in the brain producing many effect<; including
"smell memory .. which is currently being researched in the control of
epilepsy.
Essential oils therefore can be used effectively in many different ways
using several methods of ..application".

Massage using a carrier oil is a simple effective way of using
aromatherapy and can be equaUy effective just to the hands or feet as to
the whole body. This is especially imponant with children who are
difficult to position for full body massage or for whom it would feel
threatening, or be too time consuming. Essential oils can also be diluted
in water and used in baths, or to make small compresses and applied to
appropriate parts of the body with a hot pack to relieve pain or possibly
encourage relaxation.

Essential oils can usefully be used in electrical diffusers but remember
everyone in the room will be affected. lt is not recommended to use
burners with candles near children or in schools and hospitals because
of bums and fire hazard.

Essential oils like any medication have side effects and contra indications
and some are very toxic. It is not recommended in the United Kingdom
that essential oils should be taken imernally. Essential oils are aU
potentially irritant to mucus membrane. Tl should be noted that death
has been reponed following ingestion of 3.5 mis of Eucalyptus oil, and
that it has been reported to cause severe respiratory distress in babies.

It is therefore impo1tant that anyone thinking of using aromatherapy on
their patients should acquire good information on the effects and side
effects by reading or attending an appropriate course or consulting a
qualified Aromatherapist.
Dilution:-

Other essential safety measures of concern are dilution. dosage, storage
and supply.

Essential oils are commonly diluted in a carrier oil for use in massage. A
cold pressed vegetable oil such as grape seed is recommended as it is
light, odourless and easily absorbed into the skin. Mineral oils such as
baby oil are not suitable as the molecules are larger and tend to lie on the
surface or the skin.

There are many other vegetable and nut oils on the market - some with
useful properties of their own. but always beware of potential allergies
to nut oils especially Arachis oil (Peanut).
A.P.C.P. JOURNAL
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AROMATHERAPY IN PAEDIATRICS
is also used for trealments avajlable for acne, and in toothpaste.
Peppermint oil is commonly used in the food and pharmaceutical
industries, and many ready made aromatherapy products are available,
some good some not. The most suitable oils for use with children are
obviously those with the least known side effects. Eucalyptus, Tea Tree
and Bergamot can be used in diffusers for their antiseptic, anti-viral and
anti bacterial properties.
Essential oils for massages, baths and compresses:Roman Camomile (ANTHE MI S NOBILI S), is anti
innammatory, analgesic, antiseptic, and emotionally calrrung and
sedative. lt can be used for inflammatory conditions such as
arthritis, dermatitis, eczema. and also anxiety and depression.
Contra - Indication:- Pregnancy.
Lavender (LAVANDULA ANGUSTIFO LIA), is analgesic,
antiseptic, anti-inflammatory and sedative. It is used for insect
bites. bums, psoriasis, acne, insomnia and headaches. NB. is
sedative ONLY in small doses. This oil can be used in very small
quantities undiluted on bw·ns and bites. There are no documented
Contra - Indications to lavender but any oil can produce skin
irritation.
Benzoin (ST YRAX BENZOIN) is more commonly known in
the form of the compound tincture of Benzoin or Friars Balsam.
It is soothing and warrrung. It is useful for coughs, colds. influenza,
skin lesions. depression and anxiety.
Contra - Indications:- It can cause skin allergies and stains ac1ylic
baths.
Tangerine/mandarin (CITRUS RETICULATA/NOBLlS) is a
very pleasant oil 10 use with children as it has a light citrus smell.
It is tonic, vitaminized and mildly sedative. It is a good tonic for
children and useful for stomach upsets, digestive problems and
wind.
Myrtle (MYRTUS C OMMUNIS) is antiseptic. anti bacterial and
a pulmonary and urinary disinfectant. lt is used for chest infections.
urine infections and children's coughs and colds. As it is slightly
sedative it is useful for night coughs.
Providing% dilutions are kept low, it is often useful to blend 2 or more
essential oils to combine their properties.
Pam Dowell has just completed a l O mooth Diploma Course in Clinical Aromatherapy and
Reflexology at I.C.A.R. 6 Romford Street, Hindley, Wigan, Lanes. WN2 3LW
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THE M.O.V.E. (MOBILITY OPPORTUNITIES VIA EDUCATION) PROGRAMME

FACT FINDING VISIT TO USA
MOVE is not a therapy but a teaching curriculum that brings together the skills of therapists,
parents, teachers and care staff to help children access functional activities at school, home and in
their local community. MOVE provides a tool for a smooth transition to adult life.

JENNY FRENCH B.A.,
MCSP, SRP
Jenny trained at Guy's Hospital
and worked in Paediatrics
(acute, community and
management). Went into
management of cbild health and
went to Barnet as Divisional
Manager for children's services.
Special interest in multi-agency
collaboration, joint planning,
transition between children's
and adult services and
evaluation of clinical practice.
Joined MOVE as professional
advisor in January 1996 with a
remit for training and research.

Since joining MOVE earlier this year l have had the privilege of visiting
many schools and centres in America and Europe who use the programme.
I have been amazed at the MOVE revolution. MOYE is definitely no
"miracle cure" but a practical programme offering realistic goals to
children and adults with special needs. MOVE provides an ecological
approach (Rainfo1th, York and Macdonald 1993) which takes into account
all the areas in which the chi Id may need to function throughout their life
focusing primarily on the needs of the children and their families. MOVE
provides an opportunity to show that a collaborative multi-agency
approach can really work.
MOVE, Mobility Opportunities Via Education ™, is a relatively new
programme introduced in UK only 4 years ago. Teacher, Linda Bidabe,
designed and wrote the programme to improve the quality of life of
children and adults with profound multiple learning difficulties.
Bidabe had observed that children leaving special school, after fifteen to
twenty years of special education, were sometimes leaving school with
less skills than they started.
This was in spite of being on a number of different therapy and teaching
programmes. The young people were not enabled to make choices about
what happened to lhem. After school leaving they moved into adult life
f
under the care of well meaning staf who usually had never thought that
they would have any ability to help look after themselves, make decisions
or be able to take some control over their own lives.
It is now well documented that each person with disability has individual
and specific needs and wishes. and therefore each MOVE programme is
tailored on an individual basis. Bidabe noted that therapy was based on
assessing the child's skills using a developmental model and determining
which next steps of learning would be appropriate. This "bottom up''
model, however, does not always take into account the functional skills
a young person would need in adult life, age appropriate goals and tasks.
nor address the difficulties their carer may bave in looking after a less
mobile. heavier young person.

A.P.C.P. JOURNAL
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THE PROGRAMME

Jenny (Right) wirh Linda Bidabe

Bidabe ( 1990) developed a Top Down approach in which a learn,
including Lhe child and parenls, assess lhe child's abilities I see diagram
a. Maintaining a Silting Position - one of sixteen different identified skill
areas) and identify lhe goals important to them and their families. The
goals set are designed to offer both help to the family in caring for them,
and offer the young person a way of learning how to be more independent
gaining some control over decisions made in lheir lives. These long term
goals are broken down into classroom and home/community goals in
which lhe mobility skills of sitting. standing and walking are learnt to
enable the child to access normal day to day activities.
The MOVE curriculum is divided into 6 steps

Testing using the "Top Down Motor Milestone Tesf"TM (see diagram b.
Summary of Test Results)
Goal Setting
Task Analysis
Measuring Prompts
Prompt Reduction
Teaching the Skills

The mobility goals are integrated inlo the child's Individual Education
Plan and the teacher and therapist work together to determine how much
support (prompting) a child needs to gain the skills identified. The
therapist is essential to the team approach. However, where resources
are scarce time is besl placed in assessment and review and providing
support to teaching and class room helpers who are teaching the
programme.

MARCH 1997
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A

M.O.V.E.
[MAINTAINING A SITTING POSITION
GRAD

LEVEL LEVEL

LEVEL
[]

A.I. Can sit on a flat surface such as a bed or in a bathtub for

a minimum of 30 minutes without prompts.

A.2. Can sit on the edge of a bed or on a stool without using a
foot or a back rest for a minimum or five minutes.
A.3. Can sit on a conventional classroom chair at least 30
minutes without prompts.
A.4. Can maintain sitting balance on a conventional classroom

chair for a minimum of 30 seconds without prompts.

A.5. Can maintain an erect head position for a minimum of
30 seconds while sitting with prompts al the trunk.
hips and feet as needed.
A.6. Can tolerate sitting in an upright position for a minimum
of 30 minutes with prompts at the trunk. hips. and feet,
as needed.
A.7. Can tolerate being placed in a sitting position with a
minimum of 90 degrees flexion in the hips and knees.

LEVEL
Ill

DATE
DATE
DATE

LJ
DATE

LJ
DATE

LJ

DATE
DATE

"Copyright C 1990 Kem County Superintendent of Schools. a California public education agency. All
rights reserved. Sublicenced to MOVE International (Europe). Reprinted with permission"

Diagram a
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[SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS]
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I. Fill in the squares representing the current skill levels.
2. Fill in all squares to the right of the current skill levels.
3. Circle skills to be addressed next.
I
GRADLEVEL I

-

00
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A. Maintains a sittinl!. oosition
B. Moves while silting
C. Stands
D. Transitions from Sitting to Standing
E. Transitions from Standing to Sitting
F. Pivots while standing
G. Walks forward
H. Transitions from Standing to walking
I. Transitions from Walking to Standing
J. Walks Backward
K. Turns W hile Walking
L. Walks up steps
M. Walks down steps
N. Walks on uneven ground
0. Walks up slopes
P. Walks down slopes

Al
Bl
Cl
DI
El
Fl
IGI
HI
11
JI
Kl
LI
Ml
INI
OJ
Pl

I

B2

I

ID2
IE2
1
I

II

I

G2

K2

I

A2
B3
C2
'D3
I E3
F2
G3
H2
T2
J2
K3
L2
M2
N2
02

In

LEVEL I

A3 I
A4 A5
B4 85 86 87 88
C3 C4
I
D4
D5 D6
ES E6
E4 I
i
F3
I
G4 GS
I
H3
I
[3
J3
i
F3
K41
L3 Q1.
M3
G4
I I
N3
Q1.
I I
03
G4
I
P3 G4
I

I
I

I

LEVEL ID

LEVEL II
I
A7

A6

B9IBI0 Bil A7
cs C6
I
Q Qi A7
Q C6 A7
C5
1!.Q Q C6
I
C5 C6
QQ
I
G6 Q C6
14 Q Qi
C5 Qi
CJ

I
'

.C§.1

Q

C3

CJ
CJ

PREREQUISITE SK£LLS FROM OTHER SECTIONS ARE INDICATED BY ITAUCfZED LETTERS AND NUMBERS.
''Copyright C 1990 Kern County Superintendent of Schools, a California public education agency. All rights reserved. Sublicenced to
Diagram b.
MOVE International (Europe). Reprinted with permission"
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THE M.O.V.E. (MOBILITY OPPORTUNITIES VIA EDUCATION) PROGRA MME
have profound difficulties but Lhey are now fa and healthy tet!nagers, not
commilled to a support wheelchair existence, being fed and cared for,
but they have gained opportunities for more independent lifestlyes. They
are now all able to take differing amounts of weight through their legs,
walk with support and few showed signs of lower limb contractures.

They are part of a ·'buddy system'', in which other young people from
neighbouring classes come to help as pa11 of their inclusion programme.
They are developing friendships and able Lo take a pan in most activities
in school.

COLLABORATIVE
APPROACH

The biggest impact ofmy visit was seeing a teenage girl, who had profound
problems on the early MOYE video. walk beautifully and just with one
hand held. Yes! These children had been on the programme for 10 years
and I could see it works. My experience as a paediatric physiotherapist
gave me a good idea of what these young people may otherwise have
been like.
T attended an excellent MOVE conference in Los Angeles. Teachers and
therapists from neighbouring counties all gathered to share experiences
and talk about setting up MOVE in new areas. An excited MOVE "hum"
followed each presentation. Discussion included the same i">sues which
are topical in our curriculum debates in UK, the continuing integration/
inclusion debate, the development of appropriate physical curriculum
and how to get the directors of health and education 10 support their joint
projects. Another hot topic was the development of transition plans from
child to adulthood.
It was exciting to see teachers, therapists, parent/carers and children
attending the conference together. Some of the youngster1- entertained
the delegates after the conference dinner.

MOVE IN UK

MARCH 1997

Working together and being involved as part of"the MOVE team", gave
each the oppo11unity to discuss the ideas they would take back to their
own schools to help meet the specific needs of the children and parents
and help in the shaping of the school development plans. Not always an
easy task as well we know!
I visited a range of other schools on the East and West coa,;t and found
similar results with children in special schools, and in main stream schools.

My role within the MOVE organisation is giving profes&ional advice
relating to the programme. I am responsible for training and research and
helping developing the use of the MOVE Curriculum in Emope and other
countries off the American continent. MOVE is used in many schools
throughout England, some in Wales. Scotland and Northern Ireland.
Trainers are available to come to local schools or centres and we are
20
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developing a mentor structure for new MOVE providers. Interest Groups
have been set up in North West, North East and South West and others
are planned. If you have any queries, or would like literature about the
programme our address and telephone numbers are:
MOVE fnternational Europe
Centre for Educational Development, University of Wolverhampton
Gorway Road, Walsall, WS I 3DB
Tel: 01902 323066 Fax 01922 23406
E-Mail: I005 I. l067@compuserve.com
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THE CENTRE FOR DEVELOPMENTAL LEARNING DIF FICULTIES
The Cenlre for Development Learning Difficulties (CDLD) tells parents
.
"help is only a phone call away. (2). Pioneered by neuropsychologist
Stephen Clarke the Centre treats children "with problems which fall into
the diagnostic category of developmental learning difficulties··. One of
the Centre's most notable successes is Sting·s son Jake who suffers from
Dyspraxia.
Stephen Clarke believes that symptoms of developmental learning
difficulties are caused by the persistence of primitive reflexes:

JULIETIE ECCLES

Sen. II Physiotherapist
Children·s Centre
Aylesbury Yale Community
Healthcare NHS Trust

··undeveloped primitive reflexes can cause a variety of learning
difficulties, ie.. the adult startle reflex which causes us to freeze
involuntarily when surprised or shocked, may not develope from earlier
infantile fom1. known as the Moro reflex. The child will therefore tend
to react to the world with the baby reflex, causing him or her to produce
too much adrenalin and so become oversensitive to things such a1) bright
lights, sudden noise and movement - an obvious disadvantage in a school
environment".
Stephen Clarke's theory speculates that this occurs due to an excess of
toxins or adrenalin during the first three months in the life of the
developing foetus. preventing the maturation of primitive reflexes.
Mr Clarke has developed brushing techniques using a paintbrush aimed
at stimulating persistent reflexes, causing them to mature. Methods of
assessment and treatment are taught to other ''therapists'· who are not
required to have any medical or psychology background.
The Centre offers a non invasive. medicine free treatment centred away
from the child's physical difficulties. The complete kids programme costs
just under£ 1,000.
Following several phone calls from parents expressing interest in the
work of Stephen Clarke it was decided that I should accompany one
child and his family to the Centre to discover more about its assessment
and treatment methods.
J is 16 years old and attends a school for moderate learning difficuI ties.
J displays many of the problems recognised by physiotherapists to be
associated with learning difficulties such as difficulties sequencing
movement, poor spatial awareness. decreased proximal fixation, and
difficulties crossing midline.
The initial assessment entailed an examination identifying the presence
of primitive reflexes. such as startle, Labyrinthine, rooting. ATNR TNR.
righting reactions and spinal reflexes. Each test was adapted for rs size
and consequently looked very different from those used in the neurological
examination of infants. The assessment lasted two hours with regular
breaks to allow adrenalin levels to decrease
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PLAY AT HOME
in some way. Pasta, lentils. spaghetti, rice, were introduced. first dry.
then water or milk were added. The small child responded by lifting his
eyes. To his mother and father this was a breakthrough and proved to be
rewarding. This was the only response to play they had ever received.
Scott went on to live for a further 6 months. Weekly home play sessions
were offered by the play specialist. Scott's parents joined in some weeks,
other weeks they sat back and watched. Regular evaluation with the
parents lOOk place and new textures and experiences were introduced.
Following Scou·s death the parems individually commented on the happy,
messy memories they had to treasure.

The second child to be refe1Ted was Charlotte, a sibling of a child with
Downs Syndrome. Her behaviour had become erratic and mischievous
since the arrival of the new baby and a continual flow of health
professionals to the family home. Tt was agreed special times would be
offered by the play specialist on a weekly basis. A variety of play activities
as well as play to encourage Charlotte ·s relationship with her new brother.
The occasional session was arranged to enable sibling and motJ1er to
spend quality time together. During these times the play specialist offered
play to the new baby. Again this proved to be a valuable asset to the care
ofi'ered by the Community Paediatric team.

Many more referrals came in, and as success was achieved more
professionals witJ1in the hospital referred children for therapeutic play.

After 6 months, a successful evaluation in the form of a questionnaire to
parents led the Nurse Manager to make this position full-time.

A job description was written. as well as Community Play standards.
Effective documentation was designed to enable ongoing evaluation of
individual children within the multi-disciplinary team.

lt was agreed that the Play Specialist would initially assess the child's
developmental stage. and tllen design an individual play programme.
offering parents play sheets with suggested play ideas to enhance tlleir
child's development. The play had to be nexible to meet the differing
f
needs of each family. The play speciali1,t would of er messy play to
children with multi-handicaps thus giving parents positive emotional
feedback. Through handling and ilirough example the play specialist
would empower parents to enjoy their child, and if necessary help integrate
them back into society through supportive group work. When necessary.
ihe play specialist would assist parents in encouraging separation skills
with their sick child. once it was felt the chjJd was ready. The play
specialist would at all limes include the siblings in play sessions and
when possible provide special times for them. with the aim of encouraging
A.P.C.P. JOURNAL
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